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ABSTRACT
The design of an efficient organic rankine cycle (ORC)
expander needs to take properly into account strong real gas
effects that may occur in given ranges of operating condi-
tions, which can also be highly variable. In this work, we
first design ORC turbine geometries by means of a fast 2-
D design procedure based on the method of characteristics
(MOC) for supersonic nozzles characterized by strong real
gas effects. Thanks to a geometric post-processing proce-
dure, the resulting nozzle shape is then adapted to generate
an axial ORC blade vane geometry. Subsequently, the im-
pact of uncertain operating conditions on turbine design is
investigated by coupling the MOC algorithm with a Proba-
bilistic Collocation Method (PCM) algorithm. Besides, the
injector geometry generated at nominal operating conditions
is simulated by means of an in-house CFD solver. The code
is coupled to the PCM algorithm and a performance sensi-
tivity analysis, in terms of adiabatic efficiency and power
output, to variations of the operating conditions is carried
out.
NOMENCLATURE
p Pressure.
ρ Density.
T Absolute temperature.
Rg Specific gas constant.
a Speed of sound.
vs Specific volume.
γ Specific heat ratio.
M Mach number.
ϕ Flow angle evaluated between the velocity vector and
the streamwise direction.
φ Leading edge angular extension.
G Massflow rate.
V Velocity magnitude.
Ht Nozzle throat half-height.
Θ Blade vane stagger angle.
R Radius for the design of the convergent.
ch Axial chord.
βa Leading edge attach angle.
 Blade thickness.
θ Stagger angle.
H Specific enthalpy.
S Specific entropy.
ηis Isentropic efficiency.
β Expansion pressure ratio.
Mw Molecular weight.
P Power output per unit of depth.
n Total number of random parameters.
Np Order of the chaos polynomial.
PPCM Number of collocation points.
µ Mean.
σ2 Variance.
Subscripts:
r Reduced: normalised respect to critical conditions.
c Critical thermodynamic property.
0 Total/reservoir thermodynamic property.
INTRODUCTION
The use of dense gases as working media in turboma-
chinery, referred to as Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) tur-
bines, is proposed as a method of recovery of variable en-
ergy sources such as waste heat from industrial processes.
Whereas a traditional Rankine Cycle operates with steam
as the working fluid, ORC turbines use an organic fluid such
as hydrocarbons, silicon oils or other organic refrigerants.
The low critical temperature, high density and elevated heat
capacities of these fluids result in high suitability for low
temperature operation, even as low as 80oC [1]. Further-
more, the slope of the saturated vapor line for organic fluids
eliminates the risk of condensate at the turbine outlet, with-
out heating the working fluid into the superheated vapor
region. ORCs represent a promising technology for the de-
velopment of widely distributed, small yield (from 5 kW to 1
MW) thermal energy conversion devices [2]. Proposed heat
sources for ORC turbines typically include variable energy
sources such as solar thermal collectors or waste heat from
industrial processes. As a result, to improve the feasibility
of this technology, the resistance to variable input condi-
tions must be taken into account at an early stage of the
development process. In this way, it is possible to overcome
the limitation of deterministic calculations that neglects the
effect of uncertainties in design variables and/or design pa-
rameters. The sensitivity of the design with respect to vari-
ations of the design parameters, like geometrical tolerances
or fluctuations of the operating conditions can be measured
through the statistics such as mean and variance (or stan-
dard deviation) of a response. Hereafter, statistics will al-
ways designate mean and variance (see e.g. [3,4]). In order
to assess the influence of variability of operating conditions,
thermodynamic and geometrical parameters on the perfor-
mances of a ORC epxander, firstly an accurate deterministic
design methodology for ORC expanders has been developed
and tested. The methodology, taking properly into account
dense gas effects, is based on a generalized method of char-
acteristics (MOC). The MOC is well known as a powerful
tool to solve hyperbolic partial differential equation systems
and, in inverse design, can be advantageously used to design
the nozzle divergent shapes [5–7]. This problem has been
widely faced in classical gasdynamics, however only in re-
cent years it has gained interest for real gas problems due to
the great improvements in the dense gases thermodynamic
modelling.
In this work the MOC algorithm allows to design super-
sonic nozzles under dense gas effects. Besides, a geometrical
post-processing is applied in order to design the ORC axial
injector vane shape. This methodology is coupled with an
algorithm for the uncertainty quantification applied to the
computational fluid dynamics, that implements the Proba-
bilistic Collocation Method (PCM). The purpose is to evalu-
ate the sensitiveness of the performances of ORC expanders
designed with the new methodology to stochastic variations
of the design parameters.
Secondly, the injector performances at nominal point are
evaluated by means of an in-house CFD solver equipped
with a set of equations of state (EOS), suitable for real gas
calculations. Finally, an uncertainty quantification analy-
sis is carried out by coupling the numerical solver with the
PCM algorithm and evaluating the sensitivity of injector
performances to variability of operational, geometrical and
thermodynamic parameters.
DENSE GAS DYNAMICS
Dense gases are defined as single phase vapors in ther-
modynamic conditions close to saturation curves, character-
ized by complex molecules and moderate to large molecular
weights.
When the thermodynamic conditions are such that pressure
and density are sufficiently low, any gaseous substance can
be considered in the dilute gas region and described with
the well known equation of state of perfect gases:
p= ρRT (1)
However, in many practical turbomachinery applications,
such as ORC systems, the working fluid thermodynamic
conditions are close to the critical point and the real gas
effects, due to strongly non-linear molecular interactions,
are no more negligible. In this case Eqn. (1) is modi-
fied by introducing a compressibility factor Z = p/ρRT ,
which is always below 1 for real gases and measures the
deviation from the ideal gas behaviour, for which Z = 1.
For pure substances, Z can be calculated as a function
of the reduced thermodynamic properties (i.e. normalized
with respect to critical point properties), according to the
law of corresponding states. Such calculations are based on
simple molecular dynamics models [8]. For more complex
molecules, simple EOS are no longer accurate and the use of
more complex multi-parameter EOS is required. Examples
of such multi-parameter EOS are given later.
The dynamics of dense gases can be described through a
key thermodynamic property, known as the Fundamental
Derivative [9]:
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The study of Eqn. (2) provides informations about the be-
haviour of thermodynamic properties and represents a mea-
sure of the rate of change for the local speed of sound. The
value of Γ and its sign are good revealers of local dense gas
phenomena. In flow regions where Γ > 1, the gas shows
a classical behaviour: the speed of sound drops in isen-
tropic expansions, rises in isentropic compressions and only
compression shock waves are allowed. So, by virtue of the
Second Law of Thermodynamics, it can be shown [10] that
only negative variations of the specific volume are possible
across a shock. This is the case of perfect gases described
by Eqn. (1), having a constant Γ = (γ+ 1)/2. If 0< Γ< 1,
it is possible to observe a reverse behaviour with respect to
the previous one, but still only compression shock waves are
allowed although the related shock losses are lower.
Fluids characterized by a region of negative Γ values in the
vapor phase are called Bethe-Zel’dovich-Thompson (BZT)
fluids and can show strongly non-linear behaviour close to
the critical conditions and the saturation curves. When
Γ< 0, compression shock waves are forbidden and only ex-
pansion shock waves are physically possible [11]. This phe-
nomenon is theoretically predicted for a small amount of
organic fluids (siloxanes, heavy hydrocarbons, heavy fluo-
rocarbon such as PP10, PP11, PP25 etc.) in particular
thermodynamic conditions and it will not be investigated
here.
Another important feature of dense gases resides in the vis-
cous behaviour, that is very different from the light gases
one. Indeed, this is intermediate between that of liquids,
for which viscosity tends to decrease with increasing tem-
perature, and that of gases, with an opposite variation. The
dynamic viscosity µ and the thermal conductivity κ cannot
be considered independent from temperature and pressure
in the real gas regions. In a similar way, the approxima-
tion of a constant Prandtl number Pr does not hold any
more. Its behaviour tends to be controlled by variations
of the isobaric specific heat cp , the thermal conductivity
showing variations with temperature and pressure similar
to viscosity. In the supercritical regime, where cp becomes
large, strong variations of Pr can be observed, in contrast
with the behaviour of perfect gases. The viscous behaviour
of dense gas flow has been discussed in [12].
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
We consider the conservation equations for single-
phase, inviscid, non reacting flow, written in integral form
for a control volume Ω with boundary ∂Ω:
d
dt
∫
Ω
wdΩ +
∫
∂Ω
f ·ndS = 0 (3)
In Eqn. (3), w is the conservative variable vector, where
w= (ρ,ρv,ρE)T
n is the outer normal to ∂Ω, and f the flux density:
f =
(
ρv,−pI+ρvv,ρvH
)T
where v is the velocity vector, E the specific total energy,
H = E+ p/ρ the specific total enthalpy, p is the pressure,
ρ is the density and I is the unit tensor. The preceding
equation are completed by a thermal equation of state:
p= p(ρ(w),T (w)) (4)
where T is the absolute temperature, and by a caloric equa-
tion of state for the specific internal energy e. In this work
the thermodynamic behaviour of ORC working fluids is de-
scribed through the Peng-Robinson-Stryjek-Vera (PRSV)
cubic EOS [13], which has been proven to represent a good
compromise between accuracy and computational cost (see,
e.g. [14]). In this case, the caloric behaviour is modelled
by assuming that the isocoric specific heat in the dense gas
limit follows a simple power law. The robustness of this
equation with respect to more complex and potentially more
accurate multi-parameter equations of state of the Span-
Wagner type [15–17] has previously been discussed [14]. In
the PRSV model, Eqn. (4) is replaced by:
p= RgT
v− b −
a
v2 + 2bv− b2 . (5)
where p and v denote respectively the fluid pressure and
its specific volume, a and b are substance specific parame-
ters related to the fluid critical-point properties pc and Tc.
To achieve high accuracy for saturation pressure estimates
of pure fluids, the temperature-dependent parameter a in
Eqn. (5) is expressed as:
a=
(
0.457235R2gT 2c /p2c
) ·α(T ) (6)
while
b= 0.077796RgTc/pc (7)
These properties are not completely independent, since the
EoS should satisfy the conditions of zero curvature and zero
slope at the critical point. Such conditions allow computing
the critical compressibility factor Zc = (pcvc)/(RTc) as the
solution of a cubic equation. Note that the correction factor
α is given by:
α(Tr) =
[
1 +K
(
1−T 0.5r
)]2 (8)
with
K = 0.378893 + 1.4897153ω−0.1713848ω2 + 0.0196554ω3
(9)
The parameter ω is the fluid acentric factor. The caloric
behavior of the fluid is approximated through a power law
for the isochoric specific heat in the ideal gas limit:
cv,∞ (T ) = cv,∞ (Tc)
(
T
Tc
)n
(10)
with n a material-dependent parameter.
DENSE GAS SOLVER
In the numerical simulations presented in this work, the
governing equations are discretized using a cell-centered fi-
nite volume scheme for structured multi-block meshes of
third-order accuracy, which allows the computation of flows
governed by arbitrary EOS [18]. The scheme is obtained by
correcting the dispersive error of the classical second-order-
accurate Jameson’s scheme [19]. To preserve the high accu-
racy on non-Cartesian grids, the numerical fluxes are con-
structed by using weighted discretization formulas, which
take into account the mesh deformations [20]. This en-
sures to achieve third-order accuracy on moderately dis-
torted meshes and second-order accuracy at least on highly
deformed mesh. The equations are then integrated in time
using a four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme. Local time step-
ping, implicit residual smoothing and multi-grid accelera-
tion are used in order to drive the solution to the steady
state. The accuracy of the numerical solver has been al-
ready demonstrated in previous works [18,21].
METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS FOR DENSE GASES
In order to achieve a fast preliminary design of super-
sonic turbine nozzles we develop a design tool based on the
MOC. The resulting geometry can be further improved us-
ing shape optimization method, however this is beyond the
scope of this paper.
The MOC for dense gases is developed under the hypotheses
of 2D, homentropic, steady flow. By stating the initial value
problem, the conservation laws can be written as follow [6]:
dy
dx
=± 1√
M2−1 (11)
dϕ±
√
M2−1dV
V
= 0 (12)
where the sign ”+” denotes a left-running and ”−” a right-
running characteristic line; the coordinates (x,y) are evalu-
ated on a generic characteristic curve. Eqn. (11) represent
the local slope of the characteristics; Eqn. (12) are compati-
bility relations stating conservation of momentum along the
characteristics. Equations (11)-(12) are obtained without
hypotheses on the EOS and can be solved simultaneously
with the numerical procedure described in the following.
First of all, the MOC is initialized by the definition of the
following design parameters: upstream total (reservoir) con-
ditions (p0,T0); target pressure distribution along the nozzle
axis p(x); design massflow rate G.
The calculation of the throat region, where the flow is tran-
sonic, is carried out by implementing Carriere’s method [22],
adapted to real gases. In this way, the first characteristic
curve is calculated.
Multi-parameter EOS based on Helmholtz free energy are
used for taking carefully into account the dense gas effects.
For the organic fluid considered in this study, the refer-
ence multi-parameter EOS contained in the software NIST-
REFPROP ver. 9.1 is used [23]. In the following, we refer
to these equations by the acronym REF.
Equations (11)-(12) are numerically solved, based on a Heun
predictor-corrector algorithm, of second order accuracy. By
taking two consecutives points (p−1),p on the same char-
acteristic, the finite difference form of the compatibility
Eqn. (12) is:
A(Vp−Vp−1)± (ϕp−ϕp−1) = 0 (13)
where A is the arithmetic average between points (p− 1)
and p of the quantity A=
√
M2−1/V . Solving Eqn. (13),
along with the Eqn. (12), results in an iterative procedure
that provides the variables (V,ϕ) and the coordinates (x,y)
of points lying on the considered characteristic line. The
procedure described above is used to march along charac-
teristic curves inside the nozzle and it is stopped when the
massflow across the considered characteristic matches the
design one. In this way the nozzle shape is determined.
Although the calculations required for the REF model are
more complex than the ones required for other gas models,
this algorithm remains very fast and only few seconds are
required for obtaining results on a single-processor machine.
When the chosen total conditions are such that the nozzle
expansion goes through the multi-phase region of working
fluid considered, the preceding algorithm fails to converge.
When this happens, the nozzle design is simply restarted
by choosing new total conditions for which no two-phase
regions are formed.
PROBABILISTIC COLLOCATION METHOD
The stochastic analysis used to determine the system
response to input parameter variation is the non-intrusive
Probabilistic Collocation Method (PCM) with a subsequent
Lagrange interpolation, as developed by [24]. To illustrate
the non-intrusive PCM implementation procedure, we con-
sider the following uncertain differential equation system:
L(x,θ,φ) = f (x,θ) (14)
Let us decompose the solution φ into deterministic: φi(x, t),
and stochastic: hi(ξ(θ)), components:
φ(x, t,ξ(θ)) =
PPCM∑
i=1
φi(x, t)hi(ξ(θ)) (15)
where φi(x, t) is the deterministic solution at the collocation
point ξs(θi). In the PCM, p is the order of the quadrature
polynomial and the number of collocation points is given by
PPCM = pn, where n represents the total number of random
input variables. The term hi is the Lagrange interpolated
chaos polynomial of order Np = p− 1 that passes through
the PPCM collocation points:
hi(ξ(θ)) =
n∏
s=1
 Np∏
k=1
k 6=i
ξs(θ)− ξs(θk)
ξs(θi)− ξs(θk)
 (16)
The collocation points are chosen as the roots of a quadra-
ture polynomial of the same type of chaos polynomials
adapted for the solution expansion. These in turn are se-
lected according to the Askey scheme [25]. A decoupled
deterministic CFD simulation is carried out at the p collo-
cation points for each uncertain parameter, permuted by a
full factorial design, resulting in PPCM = pn independent
deterministic simulations. With all of the deterministic sim-
ulations completed, the output statistics can be calculated
using a reconstructed Monte Carlo (RMC) method on the
Lagrange interpolation. A large number (NRMC ≈ 10000)
of values of ξs(θ) are selected from the uniform distribu-
tion of each input parameter and substituted into Eqn. (16).
This equation rapidly reconstructs hi, which is inserted into
Eqn. (15). Finally, the statistical moments of each output
parameter distribution can finally be calculated using the
classical definitions on the sample generated by the RMC
method.
DETERMINISTIC RESULTS
An application of the MOC algorithm at nominal op-
erating conditions is here proposed. The prescribed work-
ing fluid is the 1,1,1,3,3-pentafluoropropane, well known as
R245fa. This is a dry organic fluid suitable for ORC ap-
plications, non-toxic and with no ozone depletion potential.
The nominal operating conditions are chosen very close to
the critical point in order to involve dense gas effects in the
design process. Here, the pressure distribution along the
nozzle center-line is defined in order to match a pre-defined
exit Mach number, Me (see Tab. 1). The massflow G is
defined per unit of length in the spanwise direction.
These operating conditions are representative of a typical
small scale axial ORC action turbine (≈25 kW), where the
entire enthalpy jump is elaborated in one single stage. As
a consequence, the turbine is heavily loaded and strongly
supersonic flow develops in the nozzle blade vanes.
The MOC allows to design the nozzle divergent. The de-
sign is completed by adding the convergent part, the shape
of which is simply derived from geometrical considerations.
Being the flow in the divergent supersonic, any geometry
of subsonic nozzle convergent leads to the desired pressure
ratio and massflow. The convergent is obtained as a con-
catenation of circular arcs whith a radius R defined such
TABLE 1. NOMINAL OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR
THE MOC ALGORITHM.
p0r T
0
r G [kg/s-m] Me Fluid
0.98 1.13 20.0 2.06 R245fa
that R/Ht > 6 [6] (see Fig. 1). For this application, the
MOC algorithm provides a nozzle throat-to-exit pressure
ratio of 7.3 and a Mach number field described by the iso-
contour lines in Fig. (8).
These results have been accurately verified by means of
comparisons with results obtained for Euler calculation in
the same geometric and operational conditions. The MOC
results are shown to be in good agreement with the Euler
ones, with slight differences but all below 1% (see Fig. 3-4).
FIGURE 1. NOZZLE DESIGN WITH MOC ALGORITHM.
Blade vane design and testing
Once that the complete nozzle geometry is obtained, a
further geometrical post-process is applied in order to get
the desired axial injector shape.
Knowing the main geometrical features of the turbine, such
as the axial chord ch, the stagger angle θ and the blade
pitch (c-c’) (see Fig. 5), the blade vane is designed in the
following way:
1. The suction side (d-e) is obtained by rotating the
NODEC nozzle geometry by the angle θ in clockwise
FIGURE 2. MACH NUMBER CONTOUR PLOT OBTAINED
WITH THE MOC ALGORITHM.
FIGURE 3. MACH NUMBER CONTOUR PLOT OBTAINED
FOR THEMOC -BASE NOZZLE SHAPE GEOMETRY BY IN-
VISCID CALCULATION. THE SUBSONIC PART IS ADDED
WITH GEOMETRICAL POST-PROCESSING OF THE DI-
VERGENT GEOMETRY.
direction;
2. Given ch and the coordinates of point (c), the leading
edge (d-b) is designed as a circular arc with radius R;
3. An angle φ controls the angular extension of the pres-
sure side part of leading edge (c-b), which has a radius
f ·R, f being a factor with value in the range [0.1; 1];
4. The pressure side (b-a) is designed as a third order poly-
FIGURE 4. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MOC
(NODEC) AND THE INVISCID (EULER) MACH NUM-
BER EVOLUTIONS ALONG THE NOZZLE AXIS.
coordinates (a)-(b) and the angles φ and θ;
5. The aft part (a-f) is determined by translating the up-
per part of nozzle profile by a distance equal to the
pitch;
6. A third order polynomial fits the points (f)-(e) and the
value of ch in order to obtain the trailing edge.
FIGURE 5. ORC TURBINE INJECTOR DESIGN: Ag, Ae
BEING THE NOZZLE THROAT AND EXIT SECTION, RE-
SPECTIVELY.
TABLE 2. GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS FOR THE IN-
JECTOR DESIGN.
θ R/Ht
77.8◦ 7.5
The injector shape designed with the technique described
above, has been tested in the numerical solver under the
nominal operating conditions of Tab. 1. Further geometri-
cal design parameters are provided in Tab. 2.
x/ch
y/
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0 2 4
0
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1.50
1.00
0.50
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Coarse mesh 192x32
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FIGURE 6. COMPARISON TEST BETWEEN MACH NUM-
BER CONTOUR PLOTS FOR A COARSE MESH (TOP) AND
A REFINED MESH (BOTTOM).
Inviscid simulations have been carried out for the fine struc-
tured mesh. The inlet reduced total pressure and tempera-
ture, and a periodicity condition at inter-blade boundaries
x/ch
p/
p0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
Fine mesh 384x64
Coarse mesh 192x32
FIGURE 7. STATIC-TO-TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
ALONG THE BLADE WALL FOR AN INVISCID CALCULA-
TION BOTH FOR COARSE (BLUE SQUARES) AND FINE
(RED SQUARES) MESH.
are imposed. A no-match joint condition is applied to the
branch-cut on the wake whereas an extrapolation condition
is applied at the supersonic outlet. A slip condition involv-
ing a second order multi-domain extrapolation of the pres-
sure from the inner cells is used. In order to assess numeri-
cal accuracy of the solutions further analysed, a preliminary
mesh refinement study has been carried out. The inviscid
results for a coarse structured mesh (192×32 cells) in terms
of Mach number and static-to-total pressure ratio profiles
along the blade wall (see Fig. 6-7) have been compared with
those obtain for a fine structured mesh (384×64 cells). The
two solutions show only slight differences in terms of pres-
sure ratio estimated to be under 2%.
Then, numerical results on the finer grid are analysed in
terms of both the overall characteristics of the flow fields
generated through the machine (see Fig. 8) and the perfor-
mance parameters of interest: isentropic efficiency ηis (com-
puted as the real-to-ideal static enthalpy drop ratio); power
output per unit depth P . The flow is strongly supersonic
and two weak oblique shock waves depart from the trailing
edge: one impinges the suction side of the bottom blade,
the other one interacts with the free stream downstream
the vane. The flow accelerates up to Mach 2 in the nozzle
exit section Ae, as predicted by the MOC design. After-
wards, the flow continues to expand guided by the suction
side wall on the bottom and from a free stream surface on
x/ch
y/
ch
-1 0 1 2 3
-1
0
1
2 M
2.81
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
FIGURE 8. MACH NUMBER CONTOUR PLOT.
x/ch
y/
ch
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
-0.4
-0.2
0
0.2
0.4 M
2.81
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
FIGURE 9. STREAM-LINES AND MACH NUMBER CON-
TOUR PLOT.
the top. This effect leads the flow to Mach numbers higher
than expected (up to M ≈ 2.7). The flow is then weakly
decelerated passing through the oblique shock. In addition
to that, the shock induces an important deflection in the
exit flow angle (see Fig. 9), which differs of about 60% from
the geometrical one. This phenomenon needs to be taken
x/ch
y/
ch
0 1 2 3
0
1
2
1.23
1.22
1.14
1.06
0.98
0.90
0.82
Γ
FIGURE 10. FUNDAMENTAL DERIVATIVE CONTOUR
PLOT.
TABLE 3. INJECTOR PERFORMANCES.
ηis P [kW ]
0.947 196.27
carefully into account in the turbine stage design. The flow
behaviour is also influenced by dense gas effects. As shown
in Fig. 10, the flow starts to expand from thermodynamic
conditions which are quite far from the saturation curves.
This results in weak dense gas effects at the beginning, as
confirmed by the fact that Γ is greater than 1 in the sub-
sonic part of the blade vane. During the expansion, the flow
approaches the upper saturation curve and Γ becomes lower
than unity. As a consequence, the speed of sound increases
during the expansion and the growth of the Mach number is
slowed down. In the final part of the expansion Γ increases
again above unity and dense gas effects disappear.
Finally, the injector performances are provided in Tab. 3.
STOCHASTIC RESULTS
In this section, the MOC algorithm previously de-
scribed is coupled with the PCM algorithm in order to
quantify the variability of the nozzle shape geometries and
performances under variable operating conditions.
In the following we assume that all of the input random pa-
rameters, like the total pressure and temperature upstream
of the turbine, are independent. If some of the parameters
were to be correlated, the method could be still applied by
treating one of the parameters as random and by comput-
ing the other ones using the correlation law.
For the MOC application, the parameters with the great-
est effect on the nozzle design are: the inlet total pressure
p0 and inlet total temperature T0 (then, n = 2). As first
approximation, a uniform continuous distribution is con-
sidered. Then, once defined the input parameters range
variability (a,b), the main statistics mean µ and variance σ
are calculated as follows:
µ= a+ b2 (17)
σ2 = (b−a)
2
12 (18)
A variation of ±3% of the reduced inlet total conditions
around the nominal point (p0r = 0.98,T 0r = 1.13) is prelimi-
narily considered. This choice allows to avoid the fall in the
gas-liquid co-existence region of the state diagram during
the gas expansion, which could implies issues from the nu-
merical point of view. Indeed, for the ORC application here
considered, the dense gas behaviour is studied by choosing
nominal operating conditions as close as possible to the sat-
uration curves (see Fig. 11) and their perturbations have to
be accurately evaluated in order to avoid multi-phase expan-
sions. By considering a second order Lagrange interpolated
chaos polynomial, the total number of collocation points
(and, then, of deterministic simulations) is PPCM = 9.
The results are obtained again for the R245fa working fluid
and they are firstly analysed from a geometrical sensitivity
point of view. All the calculations are performed by keep-
ing the target massflow constant and equal to 20 kg/s. The
variability of the operating conditions induces a variabil-
ity in the output nozzle design. In this case, the prescribed
variation of operating condition results only in a slight mod-
ification of the nozzle geometry with respect to the one ob-
tained at nominal operating conditions (see Fig. 13), with a
maximum variation of only 0.01% of the exit-to-throat area
ratio with respect to the mean value (nominal point). This
shows that the MOC design is not strongly affected by the
variability of the reservoir conditions when the mass-flow
ratio is kept constant, which was expected for a perfect gas.
For real gases, these variations lead essentially to modifica-
tions of the nozzle shape in the throat region.
Due to this considerations, we should expect that the sensi-
tivity to variations of the main flow quantities, such as the
FIGURE 11. ISENTROPIC EXPANSION IN THE SUPER-
SONIC NOZZLE AT NOMINAL OPERATING CONDITIONS
FOR R245FA FLUID.
Mach number, is very low. Indeed, inspection of top Fig. 12,
displaying the percent coefficient of variation of the Mach
number, the peak of variability of the solution, located close
to the nozzle center-line, is of about 0.01%, which is negli-
gible.
Bottom Fig. 12 shows the mean Mach number field applied
to the mean nozzle shape and it is very similar to the one
obtained for the nominal operating conditions.
In order to investigate the effect of large perturbations of the
inputs conditions while avoiding to cross two-phase regions
during the expansion, the Beta continuous distribution is
selected because of its higher versatility. Indeed, by setting
up its parameters to generate a non-symmetrical distribu-
tion, the Beta pdf can be advantageously used for increasing
the inputs variability obtaining collocation points quite far
from the saturation curves.
The four Beta parameters αˆ, βˆ, a¯, b¯ (with αˆ, βˆ the pdf shape
parameters and a¯, b¯ the lower and upper base interval lim-
its) are estimated and fitted on the imposed input mean
and variance. Now, a coefficient of variation of 8% respect
to the nominal point (p0r = 0.98,T 0r = 1.13) is considered.
In Fig. 14 an increase of the geometric variability is shown.
However, it remains still quite low with variations of the
shape below 1%, even if the percent variation (see Fig. 15)
is one order higher than before. This effect could be related
to a substantial non-sensitivity of the MOC algorithm to
input variations. Besides, the choice to impose a constant
design massflow for all the calculations implies to keep the
exit-to-throat nozzle area ratio constant. Then, the only
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FIGURE 12. COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION (UPPER FIG-
URE) AND MEAN VALUE (LOWER FIGURE) OF THE
MACH NUMBER FOR UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED INPUT
PARAMETERS (±3% OF VARIATION AROUND THE NOM-
INAL POINT).
variations for real gas applications are due to the termo-
dynamic model and to the variability of the specific heats
ratio inside the nozzle. This results only in slight variations
of the nozzle geometry in the accelerating part.
This analysis has been carried out also for the injector geom-
etry, by coupling the inviscid dense gas solver with the PCM
algorithm. In this case however, the inlet total conditions
are varied with a fixed outlet pressure, leading to mass-flow
variations. We then expect to observe a stronger impact of
input uncertainties on the output solution. The results are
shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 under the form of percent co-
efficient of variation and mean Mach number, respectively.
The mean flow field is similar to that obtained with the de-
terministic code described above and the same observations
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FIGURE 13. VARIABILITY OF THE NOZZLE SHAPE GE-
OMETRY FOR UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED INPUT PA-
RAMETERS (±3% OF VARIATION AROUND THE MEAN
VALUE).
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FIGURE 14. VARIABILITY OF THE NOZZLE SHAPE GE-
OMETRY FOR BETA DISTRIBUTED INPUT PARAME-
TERS (8% COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION).
can be addressed. Nevertheless, significant variability of the
Mach number can be observed by analysing the coefficient
of variation. Some zones of high uncertainty are located in
correspondence of the oblique shocks and wake departing
from the trailing edge, with contributions between 4% and
10%. The highest variability zone is located on the stagna-
tion point at the blade leading edge, with a contribution of
about 16%.
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FIGURE 16. COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF MACH
NUMBER FOR BETA DISTRIBUTED INPUT PARAME-
TERS (8% COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION) FOR AN INVIS-
CID STOCHASTIC CALCULATION.
Sensitivity analysis via ANOVA
Here a ANOVA decomposition analysis is proposed.
The procedure is applied at the Mach number variance evo-
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FIGURE 17. MEAN MACH NUMBER CONTOUR PLOT
FOR BETA DISTRIBUTED INPUT PARAMETERS (8%
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION) FOR AN INVISCID
STOCHASTIC CALCULATION.
lution and implements the evaluation of the Sobol’ indices
for each source of uncertainty [26] and aims to identify the
main contributors to the total variance estimated with the
full-factorial PCM algorithm. Even though the PCM rep-
resents a numerically expensive method, it is very accu-
rate [27] and is here implemented for obtaining a reference
solution. Comparisons with other more efficient uncertainty
quantification methods are in progress and will be discussed
in the future.
In this problem five uncertain input parameters are taken
into account: two operating conditions (p0r,T 0r ) and three
geometric factors (angle of attach βa, blade stagger angle θ
and blade thickness ). In this set the thermodynamic pa-
rameters have been neglected in order to reduce the space
parameters and save computational cost. Indeed, as shown
by other authors [27], the thermodynamic model plays a
marginal role in this kind of application. In this way, by con-
sidering a second order Lagrange interpolated chaos poly-
nomial, the total number of collocation points (and, then, of
deterministic simulations) is PPCM = 35 = 243. The results
are obtained in the same hypotheses of the two-parameter
calculations: uniformly distributed input parameters; op-
erating conditions variability of 3% respect to the nominal
point (p0r = 0.98,T 0r = 1.13). It has been imposed a variabil-
ity of 1% around the base injector shape for the geometric
parameters. These values agree with the common geomet-
ric tolerances for turbomachinery applications.
In Fig. 19 the mean Mach number field is shown. It is qual-
itatively similar to those previously obtained with other
simulations and no further considerations will be carried
out. More significant informations are provided by Fig. 18,
where the Mach number percent coefficient of variation
is shown. The amplification factor given by the exit-to-
inlet CoVM ratio, evaluated for the Mach number, is about
0.667. This value states the existence of a damping effect
of the upstream uncertainties provided by the injector sys-
tem. Besides, even though the level of uncertainty for the
operational input parameters is the same of the uniform
two-parameter case, the variability of the output reaches
higher level which are comparable with those obtained with
the Beta distribution calculation. This result could be ex-
plained by asserting that the introduction of , and most
of all, variations of the pressure ratio have increased the
global level of uncertainty. To verify this claim the ANOVA
analysis can helps to evaluate the contribution of the single
uncertain parameters to the global variance.
Here only first order Sobol’ indices are evaluated and the
second order parameter interactions are neglected. In
Fig. 20 the five Sobol’ indices are shown. It is clear that
the operating conditions (p0r,T 0r ), with greatest importance
of the inlet total pressure, and the geometric parameters
(βa, ) give a great contribution to the final value of the
Mach number variance. On the contrary, the stagger angle
θ seems to have a negligible action. In Fig. 21 the percent
contribution to the variability of the nozzle blade perfor-
mances by means of isentropic efficiency and power output,
for each input parameter, is shown. The histogram confirms
the importance of the operating conditions on the final re-
sults, along with minor contributions given by the blade
thickness and the angle of attach.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work a fast methodology design for supersonic
nozzle blade vanes of ORC axial turbines has been devel-
oped and tested for accuracy analysis. The design process,
based on the method of characteristics (MOC), takes into
account the complex behaviour of the ORC working fluids,
characterised by strong dense gas effects under the oper-
ating conditions of interest. The MOC is generalized to
the real gas case and accurate multiparameter equations of
state are used to model the gas thermodynamic behaviour.
Then, numerical simulations are carried out for the blade
vane design at nominal operating conditions near to the crit-
ical point for the ORC suitable R245fa working fluid. It is
shown that there is the presence of dense gas effects which
have an impact on the injector performances. Indeed, by
analysing the fundamental derivative behaviour, the shock
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intensity is lower than in the ideal gas case and this effect
has positive consequences on the main performances.
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BLADE VANE AXIS.
FIGURE 21. PERCENT FIRST ORDER CONTRIBUTION
OF EACH UNCERTAINTY TO THE NOZZLE BLADE PER-
FORMANCES.
An uncertainty quantification analysis is then carried out
by studying the sensitivity of the MOC algorithm to the
variability of the operating conditions. It has been shown
that the MOC method is quite robust to variations of the
magnitude of 8% , for a given mass flow ratio.. Further
tests could be performed by increasing even more the input
variability and changing the target massflow rate in order
to variate the exit-to-throat nozzle area ratio and assess the
limits of the MOC robustness.
In the last part of the paper a ANOVA decomposition anal-
ysis is carried out to identify the greatest contributions to
the variance of the Mach number and, ultimately, of the in-
jector performances such as isentropic efficiency and power
output. The results show a great influence of the opera-
tional parameters and of two geometrical ones, as the blade
thickness and the angle of attach, on the output perfor-
mances.
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